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PROJECT LOCATION: Castro Motorway, Santa Monica Mountains, Los Angeles
County (APN 4464-022-010)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Placement of a new 33 ft. wide, 10 ft. high metal gate on
Castro Motorway with 50 ft. of 6 ft. high chain link fence extending north and south from
the gate.
LOCAL APPROVALS RECEIVED: Los Angeles County Department of Regional
Planning Approval-in-Concept, dated September 24, 2009.
SUBSTANTIVE FILE DOCUMENTS: Malibu/Santa Monica Mountains Land Use Plan
(LUP); CDP Application No. 4-03-070 (Panorama Ranch LLC); Cease and Desist Order
No. CCC-03-CD-015 and Restoration Order No. CCC-03-RO-009; “Biological
Resources Assessment for the Proposed Castro Motorway Gate” by PCR Services
Corporation, dated August 11, 2010; Engineering Geologic Report by Gold Coast
Geoservices Inc. dated August 16, 2010.
SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends denial of the proposed project. The standard of review for the project is the
Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. In addition, the policies of the certified Malibu–Santa
Monica Mountains Land Use Plan (LUP) serve as guidance.
The applicant proposes placement of a new 33 ft. wide, 10 ft. high metal gate along an existing
unpaved approximately 20 ft. wide roadway (Castro Motorway), with 50 ft. of 6 ft. high chain link
fence extending north and south from the proposed gate (100 ft. of total fencing). The subject
property (APN 4464-022-010) where the gate is proposed is a vacant 44.5-acre parcel located
along Castro Motorway, on the north side of the Castro Peak ridgeline, east of Latigo Canyon
Road, and south of Mulholland Highway in the unincorporated Santa Monica Mountains area of
Los Angeles County. The area surrounding the approximately 20 ft. wide roadway consists of
chaparral and coast live oak woodland vegetation that is part of a large area of undisturbed
native vegetation. The proposed project site is located in a very large undeveloped and scenic
area in close proximity to public parklands and trails. A large area of National Park Service
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(NPS) land flanks the subject property on two sides (east and south). Santa Monica Mountains
Conservancy land is also located on adjacent property to the northeast. Further to the east and
coterminous with NPS land is Malibu Creek State Park. The Backbone Trail is located to the
south, and the Castro Crest Loop Trail is located to the east and south. The nearest
development is communication facilities on Castro Peak, approximately 1,000 feet to the
southwest of the subject parcel. The nearest residential development is at least a mile away to
the south and southwest.
The proposed project would result in significant disruption of habitat values and is not a use
dependent on those sensitive habitat resources, inconsistent with Section 30240 of the Coastal
Act and the LUP ESHA protection policies. In addition, the biological productivity and the quality
of coastal waters would be reduced through increased erosion and sedimentation as a result of
the proposed removal of vegetation on steep slopes, inconsistent with Section 30231 of the
Coastal Act. The subject property is situated within a vast area of unfragmented native habitat
that provides corridors for wildlife movement. Although this area is bisected by Castro
Motorway, it is likely that the road is utilized opportunistically by wildlife as a thoroughfare
between habitat areas, particularly in consideration of the steep slopes in this area. The
proposed gate complex would reduce the value of the area as a wildlife migration corridor
because the expanse of the proposed gate would be an obstruction for the passage of wildlife
within an otherwise pristine large block of Mediterranean ecosystem habitats.
The proposed gate would also alter the scenic quality of the area and not be visually
subordinate to the surrounding natural landscape. Although the gate is not highly visible from a
great distance, it would be visible from the public recreation lands that are directly adjacent both
east and south of the project site. In addition, the proposed project does not create a
harmonious relationship with the surrounding environment, does not protect scenic views, and
does not conform to the natural topography of the area. The proposed project, therefore, has
not been sited and designed to protect public views of the pristine mountain terrain from public
viewing areas and would result in significant impacts to scenic vistas in the area, inconsistent
with the visual resource policies of the Coastal Act and Malibu-Santa Monica Mountains LUP.
There are feasible alternatives to the proposed development that would avoid or substantially
reduce the adverse environmental effects of the project and the impacts that are inconsistent
with the policies in Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. Therefore, for the above reasons and for the
reasons more fully explained in the following sections of this report, staff recommends that the
Commission deny the application.
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I.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

The staff recommends that the Commission adopt the following resolution:
MOTION:

I move that the Commission approve Coastal Development
Permit No. 4-10-005 for the development proposed by the
applicant.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION OF DENIAL:
Staff recommends a NO vote. Following the staff recommendation will result in denial
of the permit and adoption of the following resolution and findings. The motion passes
only by affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present.
RESOLUTION TO DENY THE PERMIT:
The Commission hereby denies the coastal development permit for the proposed
development on the ground that the development will not conform with the policies of
Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and will prejudice the ability of the local government having
jurisdiction over the area to prepare a Local Coastal Program conforming to the
provisions of Chapter 3. Approval of the permit would not comply with the California
Environmental Quality Act because there are feasible mitigation measures or
alternatives that would substantially lessen the significant adverse impacts of the
development on the environment.

II. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS
The Commission hereby finds and declares:

A. PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND BACKGROUND
The applicant proposes placement of a new 33 ft. wide, 10 ft. high metal gate along an
existing unpaved approximately 20 ft. wide roadway (Castro Motorway), with 50 ft. of 6
ft. high chain link fence extending north and south from the proposed gate (100 ft. of
total fencing). The proposed gate complex would require 11 footings with 1.3 cu. yds. of
excavation required for the footings. The subject property (APN 4464-022-010) where
the gate is proposed is a vacant 44.5-acre parcel located along Castro Motorway, on
the north side of the Castro Peak ridgeline, east of Latigo Canyon Road, and south of
Mulholland Highway in the unincorporated Santa Monica Mountains area of Los
Angeles County (Exhibits 1-5). Castro Motorway bisects the southern portion of the
subject property that is moderate to steep hillside terrain. The proposed gate and
fencing would be located approximately 150 ft. west of the eastern property line, and
just west from where Newton Canyon Motorway splits from Castro Motorway on the
subject property. Slopes on the downhill side of the road vary from 2:1 to 1.5:1 (H:V).
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Slopes on the uphill portion of the road vary from 1.5:1 to 1:1. The area surrounding the
approximately 20 ft. wide roadway consists of chaparral and coast live oak woodland
vegetation that is part of a large area of undisturbed native vegetation (Exhibits 9-10). A
biological resource assessment was conducted by the applicant’s biological consultant
(PCR Service Corp., August 2010) that indicated the area north (downslope) of the
unimproved roadway consists of chaparral vegetation and the area south (upslope) of
the road consists of coast live oak woodland vegetation. A blue-line stream bisects the
northern, downslope portion of the property from east to west, approximately 950 ft. to
the north of Castro Motorway (Exhibit 4).
The proposed project site is located in a very large undeveloped and scenic area in
close proximity to public parklands and trails. A large area of National Park Service
(NPS) land flanks the subject property on two sides (east and south). Santa Monica
Mountains Conservancy land is also located on adjacent property to the northeast.
Further to the east and coterminous with NPS land is Malibu Creek State Park. The
Backbone Trail is located to the south, and the Castro Crest Loop Trail is located to the
east and south (Exhibits 1-2, 8). The nearest development is communication facilities on
Castro Peak, approximately 1,000 feet to the southwest of the subject parcel. The
nearest residential development is at least a mile away to the south and southwest.
Castro Motorway, located approximately 4.5 miles inland from the Pacific Ocean in the
Santa Monica Mountains, is an unimproved road that extends from Latigo Canyon Road
east to Corral Canyon Road. Castro Motorway is part of a network of roads that were
constructed by Los Angeles County to provide Fire Department access to remote areas
for fire-fighting purposes. Castro Motorway appears in the earliest photos staff has
viewed of the area (1944), and has been maintained as a fire road ever since.
According to the Los Angeles County Fire Department, Castro Motorway is maintained
by the Fire Department for dry-weather access. The road is not paved. The County
does not hold easements over most of the fire roads in this area, but uses and
maintains them by agreements with the property owners.
Although the subject property and adjacent properties are vacant, the applicant has
stated that the proposed gate is intended for security purposes. The Los Angeles
County Department of Regional Planning Approval-in-Concept for the proposed gate
states that the Los Angeles County Fire Department and others with access rights shall
be provided with keys to access the gate.
The applicant has stated that the proposed gate would serve to replace an existing post
and chain gate on the property that is situated approximately 150 feet east of the
proposed gate along Castro Motorway. The applicant asserts that the existing post and
chain gate that has existed since prior to the effective date of the Coastal Act. The
applicant has provided copies of aerial photographs circa 1958 and 1975 that purport to
demonstrate the pre-Coastal Act existence of the post and chain gate. However, no
gate can be seen from these photographs. In fact, the subject existing gate was the
subject of a prior Commission action on the property – CDP 4-03-070 – in which the
previous owner (Panorama Ranch LLC) requested after-the-fact approval of the existing
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gate and a second gate situated along Newton Motorway on the property. The
Commission denied CDP 4-03-070 for retention of the gates, among other
development, finding that they were inconsistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the
Coastal Act (Exhibits 6-7). This prior Commission action, as well as others, is described
further below.
The applicant, Third District Parklands LLC, acquired the subject parcel in 2006.
According to Nevada business filing documents of the LLC, Lucky’s Two-Way Radios
Inc. is listed as the manager of the LLC and James A. Kay, Jr. is listed as the president
of Lucky’s Two-Way Radios Inc.
Prior Commission Actions on the Subject Property
The subject property was part of a violation case in 2003 that had involved several other
parcels in the vicinity owned by LLC’s that were controlled by James A. Kay, Jr. A
different LLC had owned the subject property at that time, however, the managing
corporation (Lucky’s Two-Way Radios Inc.) and its president (James A. Kay, Jr.) of the
former LLC are also the managing corporation and president of the subject LLC that
currently owns the property. The unpermitted development that had occurred on the
subject property was major vegetation removal, disturbance of ESHA, grading and
clearing approximately 3,500 ft. of new roads, and installation of two post and chain
gates. In December 2003, the Commission issued Cease and Desist Order CCC-03CD-015 and Restoration Order CCC-03-RO-009. The Restoration Order required that a
Restoration, Revegetation, and Monitoring Plan be submitted for the review and
approval of the Executive Director, followed by timely implementation of the Restoration,
Revegetation, and Monitoring Plan.
In July of 2003, after having received an Executive Director Cease and Desist Order,
but before the Commission issued its orders, the prior owner of the property, Panorama
Ranch LLC, applied for a coastal development permit to secure after-the-fact approval
of the brush clearance, repair and maintenance of approximately 3,500 ft. of existing
(but unpermitted) roads, and installation of two access road gates on the subject
property (CDP Application No. 4-03-070). The applicant had asserted that the 3,500 ft.
of existing roads (consisting of two parallel roads in the northern portion of the property)
existed prior to the effective date of the Coastal Act. The gates were located on the
Castro Motorway and Newton Canyon Motorway at the eastern property boundary. On
February 19, 2004, the Commission denied the permit application, finding that the
applicant had not established a vested right to the 3,500 ft. of roads in the northern
portion of the property and that all of the proposed development, including the two
unpermitted gates, were inconsistent with the hazard, ESHA, water quality, visual
resource, and community character/recreation policies of the Coastal Act.
By October 2005, the applicant had finally submitted a complete Restoration,
Revegetation, and Monitoring Plan pursuant to the requirements of the Restoration
Order. The Executive Director approved the Restoration Plan on October 13, 2005.
Restoration work commenced in the spring of 2006. On July 23, 2007, the Superior
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Court made a preliminary injunction issued on December 16, 2003 permanent and
ordered Mr. Kay to pay the Coastal Commission $100,000 and to comply with the
Cease and Desist and Restoration Orders issued in December 2003. To date, staff has
not received all of the required monitoring reports nor the final report pursuant to the
Restoration Order and the violation remains open. The current applicant has indicated
that at least one of the unpermitted gates is still present on the property, and review of
recent aerial photographs indicate that restoration of the graded areas in the northern
portion of the parcel has not been completed.

B. CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS
1.

Environmentally Sensitive Habitat and Water Quality

Section 30240 of the Coastal Act protects environmentally sensitive habitat areas
(ESHA) by restricting development in and adjacent to ESHA. Section 30240 states:
(a) Environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be protected against any significant disruption of
habitat values, and only uses dependent on such resources shall be allowed within such areas.
(b) Development in areas adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas and parks and recreation
areas shall be sited and designed to prevent impacts which would significantly degrade such areas,
and shall be compatible with the continuance of such habitat areas.

Section 30107.5 of the Coastal Act, defines an environmentally sensitive area as:
"Environmentally sensitive area" means any area in which plant or animal life or their habitats are
either rare or especially valuable because of their special nature or role in an ecosystem and which
could be easily disturbed or degraded by human activities and developments.

Section 30231 of the Coastal Act requires that the biological productivity and the quality
of coastal waters and streams be maintained:
The biological productivity and the quality of coastal waters, streams, wetlands, estuaries, and lakes
appropriate to maintain optimum populations of marine organisms and for the protection of human
health shall be maintained and, where feasible, restored through, among other means, minimizing
adverse effects of waste water discharges and entrainment, controlling runoff, preventing depletion of
ground water supplies and substantial interference with surface water flow, encouraging waste water
reclamation, maintaining natural vegetation buffer areas that protect riparian habitats, and minimizing
alteration of natural streams.

In addition, the Malibu/Santa Monica Mountains LUP provides policy guidance regarding
the protection of environmentally sensitive habitats. The Coastal Commission has
applied the following relevant policies as guidance in the review of development
proposals in the Santa Monica Mountains.
P57

Designate the following areas as Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas (ESHAs): (a) those
shown on the Sensitive Environmental Resources Map (Figure 6), and (b) any undesignated
areas which meet the criteria and which are identified through the biotic review process or
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other means, including those oak woodlands and other areas identified by the Department of
Fish and Game as being appropriate for ESHA designation.
P68

Environmentally sensitive habitat areas (ESHAs) shall be protected against significant
disruption of habitat values, and only uses dependent on such resources shall be allowed
within such areas. Residential use shall not be considered a resource dependent use.

P69

Development in areas adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas (ESHAs) shall be
subject to the review of the Environmental Review Board, shall be sited and designed to
prevent impacts which would significantly degrade such areas, and shall be compatible with
the continuance of such habitat areas.

The applicant has submitted a Biological Assessment for the proposed project area,
listed in the Substantive File Documents, which address the habitats present on the
vacant project site. The report identifies three vegetation/habitat communities:
Chaparral, Coast Live Oak Woodland, and Disturbed Vegetation. A map of the habitats
on the site was also prepared by the biological consultant. The mapped disturbed area
is situated within the approximately 20 ft. wide road corridor. The mapped chaparral
area is situated on the north side of the road and the mapped coast live oak woodland is
situated on the south side of the road. The applicant’s biological consultant states that
no regulation-sized oak trees are located in the proposed project area. The applicant’s
biological consultant estimates that approximately 0.05 acre (2,178 sq. ft.) of native
vegetation (approximately 10 ft. on either side of the proposed gate that is beyond the
disturbed roadway (~100 ft.)) would be temporarily disturbed by the proposed project. In
addition, it has been estimated by the applicant that approximately 100 sq. ft. of native
vegetation would be permanently impacted by the proposed gate installation (100 x 1
ft.). Commission staff has confirmed that, with the exception of the disturbed roadway of
Castro Motorway, the area north and south of the road is undisturbed and comprised of
native chaparral and coast live oak woodland habitat. The large, contiguous area
surrounding the site is undisturbed mixed chaparral habitat. A large area of public
parkland is situated adjacent to the subject parcel to the south and east.
Pursuant to Section 30107.5, in order to determine whether an area constitutes an
ESHA, and is therefore subject to the protections of Section 30240, the Commission
must answer three questions:
1) Is there a rare species or habitat in the subject area?
2) Is there an especially valuable species or habitat in the area, which is
determined based on:
a) whether any species or habitat that is present has a special nature, OR
b) whether any species or habitat that is present has a special role in the
ecosystem;
3) Is any habitat or species that has met either test 1 or test 2 (i.e., that is rare or
especially valuable) easily disturbed or degraded by human activities and
developments?
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If the answers to questions one or two and question three are “yes”, the area is ESHA.
The project site is located within the Mediterranean Ecosystem of the Santa Monica
Mountains. The Coastal Commission has found that the Mediterranean Ecosystem in
the Santa Mountains is rare, and that it is valuable because of its relatively pristine
character, physical complexity, and resultant biological diversity. Large, contiguous,
relatively pristine areas of native habitats, such as coastal sage scrub, chaparral, oak
woodland, and riparian woodland have many special roles in the Mediterranean
Ecosystem, including the provision of critical linkages between riparian corridors, the
provision of essential habitat for species that require several habitat types during the
course of their life histories, the provision of essential habitat for local endemics, the
support of rare species, and the reduction of erosion, thereby protecting the water
quality of coastal streams. Additional discussion of the special roles of these habitats in
the Santa Monica Mountains ecosystem are discussed in the March 25, 2003
memorandum prepared by the Commission’s Ecologist, Dr. John Dixon1 (hereinafter
“Dr. Dixon Memorandum”), which is incorporated as if set forth in full herein.
Unfortunately, the native habitats of the Santa Monica Mountains, such as coastal sage
scrub, chaparral, oak woodland and riparian woodlands are easily disturbed by human
activities. As discussed in the Dr. Dixon Memorandum, development has many welldocumented deleterious effects on natural communities of this sort.
These
environmental impacts may be both direct and indirect and include, but certainly are not
limited to, the effects of increased fire frequency, of fuel modification, including
vegetation clearance, of introduction of exotic species, and of night lighting. Increased
fire frequency alters plant communities by creating conditions that select for some
species over others. The removal of native vegetation results in the direct removal or
thinning of habitat area. Thus, large, contiguous, relatively pristine areas of native
habitats, such as coastal sage scrub, chaparral, oak woodland, and riparian woodlands
are especially valuable because of their special roles in the Santa Monica Mountains
ecosystem and are easily disturbed by human activity. Accordingly, these habitat types
meet the definition of ESHA. This is consistent with the Commission’s past findings in
support of its actions on many permit applications and in adopting the Malibu LCP2.
As described above, the project site contains pristine chaparral and coast live oak
woodland habitat that is part of a large, contiguous block of pristine native vegetation,
bisected only by the old fire road that is Castro Motorway. As discussed above and in
the Dr. Dixon Memorandum, this habitat is especially valuable because of its special
role in the ecosystem of the Santa Monica Mountains and it is easily disturbed by
human activity. Accordingly, the Commission finds that the habitat on the project site
meets the definition of ESHA in the Coastal Act.

1

The March 25, 2003 Memorandum Regarding the Designation of ESHA in the Santa Monica Mountains, prepared
by John Dixon, Ph. D, is available on the California Coastal Commission website at
http://www.coastal.ca.gov/ventura/smm-esha-memo.pdf
2
Revised Findings for the City of Malibu Local Coastal Program (as adopted on September 13, 2002) adopted on
February 6, 2003.
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The proposed project involves installation of a 33 ft. wide gate across Castro Motorway
and fencing that would extend 50 ft. from either side of the proposed gate. The total
width of the barrier spans 133 ft. The applicant has stated that the proposed gate would
serve to replace an existing post and chain gate on the property that is situated
approximately 150 feet east of the proposed gate along Castro Motorway. As discussed
previously, the existing gate is unpermitted and after-the-fact retention of it was
previously denied by the Commission in 2004 pursuant to CDP 4-03-070. The property
is situated within a very large undeveloped area. The nearest development is
communication facilities on Castro Peak, approximately 1,000 feet to the southwest of
the subject parcel. The nearest residential development is at least a mile away to the
south and southwest.
The proposed gate complex encroaches into areas that are considered ESHA.
Approximately 0.05 acre (2,178 sq. ft.) of native vegetation that is considered ESHA
(approximately 10 ft. on either side of the proposed gate that is beyond the disturbed
roadway (~100 ft.)) would be adversely impacted by the proposed project. The
applicant’s biological consultant characterizes the impact area as not significant and a
temporary impact because the vegetation is expected to recover after the gate is
installed, although no restoration efforts are proposed as part of the project.
However, native vegetation that is cleared or substantially removed and widely spaced
will be lost as habitat and watershed cover. Moreover, as discussed in the Dr. Dixon
Memorandum, development has many well-documented deleterious effects on natural
communities in addition to, or as a subsequent result of, the direct displacement of the
vegetation. For instance, in coastal sage scrub and chaparral habitat, the natural soil
coverage of the canopies of individual plants provides shading and reduced soil
temperatures. When these plants are thinned, the microclimate of the area will be
affected, increasing soil temperatures, which can lead to loss of individual plants and
the eventual conversion of the area to a dominance of different non-native plant
species. The areas created by thinning between shrubs can be invaded by non-native
grasses that will over time out-compete native species. For example, undisturbed
coastal sage scrub and chaparral vegetation typical of coastal canyon slopes, and the
downslope riparian corridors of the canyon bottoms, ordinarily contains a variety of tree
and shrub species with established root systems. Depending on the canopy coverage,
these species may be accompanied by understory species of lower profile. The
established vegetative cover, including the leaf detritus and other mulch contributed by
the native plants, slows rainfall runoff from canyon slopes and staunches silt flows that
result from ordinary erosional processes. The native vegetation thereby limits the
intrusion of sediments into downslope creeks. Accordingly, disturbed slopes where
vegetation is either cleared or thinned are more directly exposed to rainfall runoff that
can therefore wash canyon soils into down-gradient creeks. The resultant erosion
reduces topsoil and steepens slopes, making revegetation increasingly difficult or
creating ideal conditions for colonization by invasive, non-native species that supplant
the native populations.
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Erosion directly contributes to the degradation of water quality in the surrounding
coastal waters and streams through increased sediment input. The removal of
vegetation for the gate complex and lack of a drainage system on the road to control the
volume and velocity of runoff also results in erosion and sedimentation of stream
courses both on and off site. The sedimentation of stream courses results in the
degradation of downstream riparian areas. Sedimentation increases turbidity in streams
which both reduce the penetration of sunlight needed by aquatic vegetation which
provide food and cover for aquatic species; disruptions to the reproductive cycle of
aquatic species; and acute and sublethal toxicity in marine organisms leading to
adverse changes in reproduction and feeding behavior. These impacts reduce the
biological productivity and the quality of coastal waters, streams, wetlands, estuaries,
and lakes and reduce optimum populations of marine organisms, inconsistent with
Section 30231 of the Coastal Act.
Even if revegetation of the disturbed areas of the project site were proposed, it would be
difficult to carry out a full revegetation of the steep slopes of the project area, particularly
to provide ongoing maintenance such as weeding, replacement planting, and midcourse
corrections that are necessary to ensure successful revegetation.
Section 30240 of the Coastal Act requires that ESHA be protected against significant
disruption of habitat values, and restricts development within ESHA to only those uses
that are dependent on the resource. The proposed project would result in significant
disruption of habitat values and is not a use dependent on those sensitive habitat
resources, inconsistent with Section 30240 of the Coastal Act and the LUP ESHA
protection policies listed above. In addition, the biological productivity and the quality of
coastal waters would be reduced through increased erosion and sedimentation as a
result of the proposed removal of vegetation on steep slopes, inconsistent with Section
30231 of the Coastal Act.
In addition, the subject property is situated within a vast area of unfragmented native
habitat that provides corridors for wildlife movement. Although this area is bisected by
Castro Motorway, it is likely that the road is utilized opportunistically by wildlife as a
thoroughfare between habitat areas, particularly in consideration of the steep slopes in
this area. The proposed gate complex would reduce the value of the area as a wildlife
migration corridor because the expanse of the proposed gate would be a substantial
obstruction for the passage of wildlife within an otherwise pristine large block of
Mediterranean ecosystem habitats. The gate would a particularly significant obstruction
because of the fifty-foot wide fence portions extending up and down very steep slopes
within sensitive habitat.
For the reasons stated above, the project must be denied. Alternatives to avoid adverse
impacts to ESHA and water quality exist, which are discussed in Section B.4 of this
report.
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2.

Visual Resources

Section 30251 of the Coastal Act states:
The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and protected as a resource of
public importance. Permitted development shall be sited and designed to protect views to and along
the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to minimize the alteration of natural land forms, to be visually
compatible with the character of surrounding areas, and, where feasible, to restore and enhance visual
quality in visually degraded areas. New development in highly scenic areas such as those designated
in the California Coastline Preservation and Recreation Plan prepared by the Department of Parks and
Recreation and by local government shall be subordinate to the character of its setting.

In addition, the Malibu/Santa Monica Mountains LUP provides policy guidance regarding
the protection of visual resources. The Coastal Commission has applied the following
relevant policies as guidance in the review of development proposals in the Santa
Monica Mountains.
P91

All new development shall be designed to minimize impacts and alterations of physical
features, such as ravines and hillsides, and processes of the site (i.e., geological, soils,
hydrological, water percolation and runoff) to the maximum extent feasible.

P129

Structures should be designed and located so as to create an attractive appearance and
harmonious relationship with the surrounding environment.

P130

In highly scenic areas and along scenic highways, new development (including buildings,
fences, paved areas, signs, and landscaping) shall:
•
•
•
•
•

Be sited and designed to protect views to and along the ocean and to and along other
scenic features, as defined and identified in the Malibu LUP.
Minimize the alteration of natural landforms.
Be landscaped to conceal raw cut slopes.
Be visually compatible with and subordinate to the character of its setting.
Be sited so as to not significantly intrude into the skyline as seen from public viewing
places.

Section 30251 of the Coastal Act requires scenic and visual qualities to be considered
and preserved. The proposed project site is located in a scenic area. The area is
undeveloped and comprised of mountain terrain covered by primarily undisturbed native
chaparral habitat that is part of a large contiguous area of undisturbed native vegetation.
There are large areas of public parklands in this area. National Park Service (NPS) park
land flanks the subject property on two sides (east and south). Further to the east and
coterminous with NPS land is Malibu Creek State Park. The Backbone Trail is located
nearby to the south, and the Castro Crest Loop Trail is located immediately to the east
and south of the project site. Those areas within the vicinity of the project site that are
not publicly owned land are only sparsely developed. The nearest development is
communication facilities on Castro Peak, approximately 1,000 feet to the southwest of
and upslope of the subject parcel. The nearest residential development is at least a mile
away to the south and southwest. As such, the subject parcel is situated among a vast
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and scenic open space and recreational setting that is a significant distance away from
rural residential areas of the Santa Monica Mountains.
The project site would be visible from various public scenic viewing areas, including
Latigo Canyon Road, the Backbone Trail and Castro Crest loop trail, parts of the LA
County hiking and equestrian trails system located to the south, and National Parks
Service and Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy-owned public parklands, which are
part of the Santa Monica National Recreation Area located nearby. A portion of Castro
Motorway to the east of the project site is part of a loop trail referred to as “Castro
Crest”. The loop comprises the Backbone Trail, which in this area is located in Solstice
Canyon, Castro Motorway, and Newton Canyon Motorway. This loop trail can be
reached either along the Backbone from Latigo Canyon Road to the west or from the
east at the trail head at the northern end of Corral Canyon Road. Loop trails are very
popular with hikers and other users for an obvious reason, namely that it is possible on
a loop to traverse different topography, different habitats, and gain different views while
still returning to the starting point. These nearby public recreation areas provide pristine
scenic vistas in this area.
The proposed project involves installation of a 33 ft. wide, 10 ft. tall gate across Castro
Motorway and 6 ft. high chain linked fencing that would extend 50 ft. from either side of
the proposed gate. The total width of the barrier spans 133 ft. The proposed gate
complex would be visible from several public viewing areas and appear incompatible
with the character of surrounding undeveloped natural area. The gate complex would
also detract from the rugged, natural atmosphere that is a unique characteristic of the
SMMNRA, of which the subject site is a part. A gate/fence, one of the more dramatic
forms of boundaries, would render the community character of this area more urban,
developed, private, walled off, and closed in nature, as opposed to the rural, open
community character it currently maintains and which attracts so many visitors seeking
to experience the beauty of the rugged and scenic Santa Monica Mountains. In
addition, the size and scale of the gate is large and unnatural. It would alter the scenic
quality of the area and not be visually subordinate to the surrounding natural landscape.
Although the gate is not highly visible from a great distance, it would be visible from the
public lands that are directly adjacent both east and south of the project site. In addition,
the proposed project does not create a harmonious relationship with the surrounding
environment, does not protect scenic views, and does not conform to the natural
topography of the area. The proposed project, therefore, has not been sited and
designed to protect public views of the pristine mountain terrain from public viewing
areas and would result in significant impacts to scenic vistas in the area, inconsistent
with the visual resource policies of the Coastal Act and Malibu-Santa Monica Mountains
LUP listed above. For the reasons stated above, the project must be denied. In addition,
there are changes that could be made to the project that would protect public views and
be more compatible with the surrounding landscape, consistent with Section 30251.
Alternatives are discussed in Section B.4 of this report.
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3.

Alternatives

Alternatives must be considered to determine if there is an approvable alternative
project that would lessen or avoid significant environmental impacts to coastal
resources. An alternative is a description of another activity or project that responds to
the major environmental impacts of the project identified through the Commission’s
analysis. In this case, as discussed in great detail above, the proposed gate complex
would result in significant disruption of habitat values within ESHA and is not a use that
is dependent on the resource, inconsistent with Section 30240 of the Coastal Act and
the applicable ESHA protection policies of the LUP, used by the Commission as
guidance. In addition, the proposed gate complex would not serve to protect public
views or be compatible with the character of the surrounding area, inconsistent with
Section 30251 of the Coastal Act and the LUP visual resource policies, used by the
Commission as guidance.
Although the subject property and adjacent properties are vacant, the applicant has
stated that the proposed gate is intended for security purposes. However, it is unclear
what the applicant is intending to secure. The subject property is a significant distance
away from any major roadways. Castro Motorway is a fire road in a remote area of the
Santa Monica Mountains and is not heavily trafficked. In any case, there are alternatives
to the proposed project that would serve to lessen or avoid significant environmental
impacts to coastal resources. No gate would be an alternative that would avoid all of the
adverse impacts outlined in this report. A simple post and chain gate at the proposed
location would limit vehicular traffic to authorized vehicles while also serving to avoid
disruption of ESHA, avoid the obstruction of wildlife movement, and minimize adverse
impacts to public scenic views and community character.
As such, there are feasible alternatives to the proposed development that would avoid
or substantially reduce the adverse environmental effects of the project and the impacts
that are inconsistent with the policies in Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act.

C. UNPERMITTED DEVELOPMENT
Unpermitted development occurred on the subject parcel upon which the subject project
is proposed prior to submission of the subject permit application including, but not
limited to, placement of a post and chain gate on Castro Motorway near the eastern
property boundary and non-compliance with Restoration Order No. CCC-03-RO-009 for
revegetation of unpermitted roads in the northern portion of the subject property.
Pursuant to the staff recommendation, the Commission is denying the subject
application for the reasons discussed in full in the preceding sections of this report.
Therefore, the Commission's enforcement division will evaluate further actions to
address ongoing violations on the subject property.
Although development has taken place prior to submission of the subject permit
application, consideration of the application by the Commission has been based solely
upon the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. Review of this permit does not
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constitute a waiver of any legal action with regard to the alleged violation nor does it
constitute an admission as to the legality of any development undertaken on the subject
site without a coastal permit.

D. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM
Section 30604 of the Coastal Act states:
a) Prior to certification of the local coastal program, a coastal development permit shall be issued if the
issuing agency, or the commission on appeal, finds that the proposed development is in conformity
with the provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200) of this division and that the
permitted development will not prejudice the ability of the local government to prepare a local program
that is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200).

Section 30604(a) of the Coastal Act provides that the Commission shall issue a Coastal
Development Permit only if the project will not prejudice the ability of the local
government having jurisdiction to prepare a Local Coastal Program that conforms with
Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. The preceding sections provide findings that the
proposed project will not be in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3. The
proposed development will create adverse impacts and is found to be inconsistent with
the applicable policies contained in Chapter 3. Therefore, the Commission finds that
approval of the proposed development would prejudice the County of Los Angeles’
ability to prepare a Local Coastal Program for this area consistent with the policies of
Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, as required by Section 30604(a).

E. CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (CEQA)
Section 13096(a) of the Commission's administrative regulations requires Commission
approval of a Coastal Development Permit application to be supported by a finding
showing the application, as conditioned by any conditions of approval, to be consistent
with any applicable requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
Section 21080.5(d)(2)(A) of CEQA prohibits a proposed development from being
approved if there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available
which would substantially lessen any significant adverse effect that the activity may
have on the environment.
The Commission incorporates its findings on Coastal Act consistency at this point as if
set forth in full. These findings address and respond to all public comments regarding
potential significant adverse environmental effects of the project that were received prior
to preparation of the staff report. As discussed above, the proposed development is not
consistent with the policies of the Coastal Act. There are feasible alternatives that would
avoid the adverse environmental effects of the project, for the reasons listed in this
report. Therefore, the Commission finds that the proposed project is not consistent with
the requirements of the Coastal Act to conform to CEQA.
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